
Future trends - By roger gudoBBa

On Intelligence – Part 1
A revolutionary new theory of intelligence and a bold vision for the future of 
intelligent machines.

Five or six years ago I read a book by Jeff Hawkins, who created the Palm Pilot, the Treo 
Smartphone and other handheld devices. "On Intelligence", published in 2004' develops a 
powerfully theory on how the human brain works, explaining why computers are not intelli-

gent and how, based on this new theory, we can finally build intelligent machines. This book and his 
life are animated by two passions. For 25 years he has been passionate about mobile computing. 

But his second passion that predates his interests in computers, which he views as more important, 
is to understand how the brain works. When Jeff first became interested in brains he looked for a good 
book that would explain how brains worked. He came to realize that no one had any idea how the brain 
actually worked. For the past 25 years he had a vision of a small, straightforward book on the brain.

This vision has shaped the book. Jeff never liked complexity, in either science or technology. You 
can see that in the products he designed that are often noted for their ease of use. The most powerful 
things are simple. This book proposes a simple and straightforward theory of intelligence.

Jeff started work at Intel in 1979 after graduating from Cornell. Shortly thereafter he read an 
issue of Scientific American, which was dedicated entirely to the brain. This would change his 

life's direction. Jeff proposed to Intel that they 
start a research group devoted to understand-
ing how the brain works. He was referred to 
Ted Hoff, their chief scientist. Hoff was fa-
mous for two things. The first, which Jeff was 
aware of, was for his work in designing the 
first microprocessor. The second thing, which 

Jeff was not aware of at the time, was for his work in early neural network theory. Ted didn't be-
lieve it would be possible to figure how the brain works in the foreseeable future. Jeff stated in 
2004, "Hoff was correct, because 25 years later we are just starting to make significant progress 
in understanding brains."

With that option eliminated, Jeff applied for graduate school at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. MIT was famous for its research on Artificial Intelligence (AI). Ultimately, he reasoned, AI 
might lead to useful products, but it wasn't going to build truly intelligent machines. In contrast, he 
wanted to study brain physiology and anatomy to come up with a broad framework for how the brain 
worked. In 1981 MIT rejected his application.

After his rejection by both Intel and MIT he didn't know what to do. When you don't know how 
to proceed, the best strategy is to make no changes until your options become clear. So he just kept 
working in the computer field. In 1982 he landed a job with a start-up Silicon Valley company called 
Grid Systems. Still he could not get his curiosity about the brain and intelligent machines out of his 
head. In 1986 he was accepted as a full-time graduate student in the biophysics at the University of 
California at Berkeley. He was thrilled. He finally could start in earnest on brain theory.

If the computer science world didn't want a brain theorist, then maybe the biology world would 
welcome a computer scientist.

The first thing Jeff did at UC Berkeley was compile a history of theories of intelligence and brain 

Even today, no computer can understand 
language as well as a three-year old or 
see as well as a mouse.
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functions. He read hundreds of papers. Numerous people from 
many fields had written extensively about thinking and intel-
ligence. Each field had its own set of journals and each used its 
own terminology. He found their descriptions inconsistent and 
incomplete. Linguists talked of intelligence in terms such as 
"syntax" and "semantics". Vision scientists referred to 2D and 
3D sketches. To them, the brain and intelligence was all about 
pattern recognition. Computer scientists talked about schemes 
and frames, new terms they made up to represent knowledge.

MIT was home to dozens of bright people who were en-
thralled with the idea of programming computers to produce 
intelligent behavior. To these scientists, vision, language, math-
ematics and robotics were just programming problems. Their 
holy grail was to write computer programs that would first 
match and then surpass human abili-
ties. They took an ends-justify-the-
means approach; they were not inter-
ested in how real brains worked.

The AI proponents saw parallels 
between computation and thinking. 
They said, "Look, the most impressive 
feats of human intelligence clearly 
involve the manipulation of abstract 
symbols-and that's what computers 
do too.” In all cases, the successful AI 
programs were only good at the one 
particular thing for which they were 
specifically designed. They didn't 
generalize or show flexibility, and even their creators admitted 
they didn't think like humans. Although legions of computer pro-
grammers have tried to make computers intelligent, they have 
failed. And Jeff believes they will continue to fail as long as they 
keep ignoring the differences between computers and brains.

Previous attempts at replicating human intelligence through 
artificial intelligence and neural networks have not succeeded. 
Their mistake, Hawkins argues, was in trying to emulate hu-
man behavior without first understanding what intelligence is.

What Is IntellIgence?
Fortunately, we live in at a time when the problem of under-
standing can be solved. Our generation has access to a moun-
tain of data about the brain, collected over hundreds of years. 
The United States alone has thousands of neuroscientists. Yet 

we have no productive theories about what intelligence is or 
how the brain works as a whole. The brain is not a computer, 
supplying by rote an output for each input it receives. Instead 
it is a memory system that stores experiences in a way that re-
flects the true structure of the world, remembering sequences 
of events and their nested relationships and making predictions 
based on those memories. It is this memory-prediction system 
that forms the basis of intelligence, perception, creativity and 
even consciousness. Intelligence is the capacity of the brain to 
predict the future by analogy to the past.

computers and BraIns

Computers and brains are built on completely different prin-
ciples. One is programmed, one is self-learning. One has to 

be perfect to work at all, one is natu-
rally flexible and tolerant of failures. 
Intelligent machines will arise from 
a new set of principles about the na-
ture of intelligence. Think about in-
telligence as a computational prob-
lem- a position somewhere between 
biology and science.

Similarly, the mortgage process 
isn’t perfect. It’s filled with flaws, 
bottlenecks, inaccuracies and ineffi-
ciency. On top of that many lenders 
choose to solve these issues with old, 
rigid technology. It won’t and hasn’t 

worked thus far. Like our brains that are tolerant and flexible, 
so should the technology that lenders choose to reshape their 
processes. As everyone seeks to get their footing in a very un-
stable mortgage market, I would warn lenders against imple-
menting technology that only does one thing and solves one 
problem, over more dynamic technology that can be stretched 
and applied across your entire enterprise to solve multiple 
business problems.

Next month I will explore Jeff's analysis of the various brain 
functions and how they will help define intelligent machines.

Credit: A lot of this material is taken verbatim from the 
book. This is not an attempt at plagiarism but rather a tribute 
to the author for this monumental work. I felt any attempt to 
restate this would diminish his work. I encourage everyone to 
read this book. ❖

Roger Gudobba has over 25 years of mortgage experience. He is CEO at PROGRESS in Lending and Chief Strategy 
Officer at technology vendor Compliance Systems. Roger is an advocate of data standardization and a more  
data-driven approach to mortgage. Roger can be reached via e-mail at rgudobba@compliancesystems.com.

Think about 
intelligence as 
a computational 

problem- a position 
somewhere between 

biology and 
computer science.
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